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The Bad Seed in Regionalism

EDITORIAL
The most wonderful thmg about putting together a mag is that you never know exactly what it will
look like until the very last day at the composition table. When _we first e~visioned a _"western
landscapes" issue, we wanted to show from a poets perspective how big corporations and
government were wiping out the West with nuclear testing and dumping, unchecked and unplanned
resort & residential development, unenlightened "control" of the wilderness and many other forms of
land-rape. We were quite unprepared, though, for the deluge of beautiful poetic vi~ions that exhalted
the landscape and the experience of moving through the wilderness. John Brandi's poem about t~e
modem-day Kit Carson best clarifies my feelings of anger about the damage done to the West in
condemning the whole corporate power-hungry schema that is operating out there.
However, to discover that there were poets writing linked Japanese verse in ew Mexico wa
truly exciting, as was finding out about the existence of The Redneck Review of Literature and the rest
of the Idaho poetry scene. When I mentioned to a friend that I thought Idaho was the literary capital of
the West, he laughed, saying, "People write poetry out there?" as if there was not anything to write
about once you got away from the complex of Taco Bells, powerlines and asphalt.
We collected poetry from the eight interior western states -- Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Utah,
Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona -- because California is its own literary scene, as is
Texas and the Pacific Northwest. This issue tends toward the academic side of the western poetic
experience, which is fine, because I think this collection captures what Scott Preston called the impact
of the landscape on the psyche. I would've liked to have included some Cowboy Poetry in this is ue,
as well as Native American writings, to dispell some of the myths and stereotypes that some Easterners
still hold to this day. I need to mention that the first portion of "The Bad Seed in Regionalism" first
appeared in Joan Silva's excellent magazine, The Signal, and that Elizabeth Lamb's poem, "The
Counting Song" was previously published in slightly different form elsewhere. .
Well, Greg is breathing down the back of my neck, so I'd better wrap this up. Take care and
thanks for all the wonderful feedback!!

evJOAN SILVA
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January 1988
There is a spot on the ide of a hill
overlooking a valley where a river weaves and
speaks endlessly to the land. For ten years I
have watched bald eagle hunt its waters in the
winter. In spring the great blue heron nest in
monumental cottonwoods along the bank.
Dilapidated rookeries are eagerly refurbished
and the topknot quail and pheasant, chukar and
grouse, again scour the dirt around my house.
Looking north from the great sagebrush flats,
Squaw Butte rises over the valley, a wildly
shimmering chimera, alluring as the dream of
Shangri-la. When this valley unfolds its orchards
and melting earth chums the fields below, an old
vision pulls strongly on the heart. Here, on my
side of Little Butte, the mother butte looms
heavily, and here I planned to realize my
ambition. The big secret would be revealed to
me. Here I would shed my alien husk, overcome
the human tragedy of separation. I would learn
the secrets of inhabiting one place; one valley,
one block, one apartment, one spot in the desert,
or on the mountain. Living with veils of fog,
wrapping and curling themselves around the
wrinkles of these hills, breathing in the stark,
lovely light of the skin of this earth, I would
learn the ways of safe, inbred people who spend
fifty, sixty - and more - summers and winters
learning what the snowpack, the range fire, the
sudden hail, the harsh grasshopper summer, can
do to the very stone, the heart, of the psyche.
Here I would learn to wax fervent and
chauvinistic on my place. Such potent, seductive
propaganda I would put out on it. I would have
the multitudes panting after it like packs of
starving rats, crazed at the unexpected sight of
soulfood. I could defend doing this, for a sense
of place fills cracks in the soul.
Our spirits are deeply etched with images
of beloved friends and hereditary lovers.
Through them we see the world as we wish it to
be. I believe in this mysterious magic of the
familiar. More precisely, I believe in the magic
of each, and of all, familiar places. Universe is
neither strange nor far, but it breathes and
stretches in rhythms so large they are unfelt,

unseen. We cannot feel protective of the
amorphous heartbeat, so vast and unspecific.
W are lovers of the small and touchable, loathe
to reveal our comfy side except in. ide a
mea urable territory. We live in the blanket of
earthregion, wherein is woven the beloved germ
of home. We are children rocking in its web.
Here, insulated, sectarian and suspicious, we
find ways to turn off protective, kindly instincts
for whatever is universal, for stones and
creatures far from our own. Exploiting
differences, avoiding connections, we accept
local wisdoms and regional ties that offer an
easy way out. We are burdened by mega-bytes
and astro-wisdoms. But it is easy to manufacture
a romance with regionalism where we can strut
and parade the virtues and special
understandings of our place, where we can
freely absorb the powerful legends of home.
Like children, we love learning by rote. We do
not want a word changed or an inflection altered
while we commit to scared memory the perfect
nuances that we, the initiates, can divine. I have
learned to challenge this reflexive need to be
special. This is a bad seed in regionalism. Too
often we mark the matchless weep of sky, the
sweet curve of hill in our place, only to point to
the wretchedness of another. Our spo , we
believe, is the magic one, is the wellspring of
peace, embodies all the fetching charm of the
universe. Well, yes, it is. And, no, it doesn't.
There is a charm in the rotted foot of the
bristlecone pine, the minifracted pattern of
lichen, the primitive protozoa hanging onto
edges of deep sea vents. There is magic in the
land of the creature who is like us, but is not us.
Just yesterday I heard of a hunting camp
not thirty miles from my place where more than
a dozen wolves were sighted. The human
predators who witnessed this marvel, noted the
event with a barrage of shotgun fire. Each
region has its own curse to account for, each
nourished its own brand of bad seed. In my part
of the world we find it in gun-toting Yahoos. We
can do without such dangerous forms of
protection. They arouse destructive impulses
from the sinister side of our genes, a side we
have failed to reckon with. Part of us remains
stone blind; still out to conquer the "wilderness,"
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praising "our" land to the skies while we trample
life under our boots. There is something
unhealthy, and more than faintly shameful in
this; something smacking of neo-national
dementia. In my ten years it has sickened and
saddened me to see it, to learn that my kind
knows so little about getting along with its
neighbors. How seriously blind we are about the
meaning of our place, though it is clear to those
who would look. Earthregion i not some Evil
Empire against whom we are waging a jihad.
W 're not in a holy war again t the very fabric
of our common habitation. Despite the truth of
science, the imaginative grasp of science fiction,
we are not Lords of the Universe. But it is here,
in the perverse scramble for lordship, for
technologic extensions of ourselves, that we see
exactly what we are running from. No matter
how hard we pump ourselves up this is the
simple fact. We are humankind; our time is
short, our place is small.
I am humankind and I am part of the
lesson. I cannot trust even my own eyes to see it
right. When dawn creeps cold and careful over
this mystery around me I am gripped with the
self-same urge as the wolf, to throw back my
head and howl the wonders of my place. I am
still trying to learn what Orestes and Robinson
Jeffers tried to learn, what none of us has
learned as gracefully as Native American. I am
trying to "fall in love outward." I am trying to be
partner to earthregion. This is a lesson I
passionately wish to learn. Every region is
universal, and no matter the span of existence,
so is every particle. The 4,000 lonely years of
the bristlecone pine, the centuries of pioneering
lichen, the sulfurous days of the protozoan on
the ocean floor, have not given up their secrets,
but they have given us many clues. There is an
enchanted world, a region called home, where
each repeats the same prayer -- Now I lay myself
in the cradle of the universe, and in her lap I
rock my fears away-We are rocking with the stars. When the
universe strikes a chord everyone sings.

Update 1989
In the fall of 1988 I was in western
China. Along the Gobi Desert lies a string of
oasis towns, falling like pearls across a pale
blanket. Outside the townspeople have strewn
their grave mounds over the desert until they
become natural formations. Standing among

them, I was overcome with an unseemly desire
to throw myself down on the floor of the Gobi
and stay there until I became one of the stones.
I'm still a kid. I'm still delighted with
asking why is the land? Why is it beautiful? Why
does it make me feel so good just to be in it?
Why do I have these huge feeling for it? I am
unendingly curious about this land, this planet,
this co mo ,--even more than I am about people.
I'm in love.
The cover of the December, 19 8
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC features a
holograph of our planet, and the words, "Can
Man Save Thi Fragile Earth?"
Stephen Hawking, the physicist, in hi
book A BRIEF HISTORY OF TIME, asks,
"Why does the universe bother to exist?"
Albert Einstein once asked, "How much
choice did God have in constructing the
universe?"
I know ,--you're saying these are big.
And you don't want to get into big questions.
Well, I say you do want to. I say
everyone must. This is urgent. No safe,
parochial methods, no waste-of-time blue ribbon
committees. They won't clear up the big
questions. Answers will come clear when we stop
fooling around.
The time is now. You know it and I
know it. We must get serious.
We all must do this,--personally--,and
we must get dicey. We must get over our distaste
for words like global, cosmic, universal. More
than this we must overcome our mortal fear of
laws and concept : quantum mechanics, chao ,
butterfly effect, superstring theory, grand
unified theory. These words and concepts show
u how our land fits in. They show us the
evidence of how things work in the world. We've
been hiding in an old, orthodox confinement,
pretending we aren't part of it. Yes,--even
sensitive poets have been hiding from the
evidence. We're not related. We're just here to
be with our friends, just here to look things over.
We're separate because we have the big brain.
We're the creatures capable of creating
something other than ourselves. We're the
chosen, the cosmic snobs. Really, we just came
to the party on loan from God.
Quick-witted as we may be, we cannot
sustain this pretense. This perfume of our
consciousness in an intoxicating drug, but it
brought us to vainglorious dead end. We've
made too many excuses, done too much
rationalizing. We have had the gift of earth
without the accountability.
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We were wrong. This gift carries a
demand. Respect and reciprocity are woven into
every whorl of life. We are a strand in the
~cheme. ~e must carry our weight; give up the
idea of bemg free to act alone, free to where the
smug smile of a superior being,--that haunt of
separation. We're not eparate. We belong, and
we mu t stop acting as if we don't.
And if our parent taught us we only had
to bother about the land as far as we could see
they were wrong too. Rejoin the co mos inside'
our heads won't be easy. We were the kid
brought up to believe we were pecial, to believe
we di?n't have to cooperate except in our own
sandpile. Well, this is our sandpile, right here
on earth. We must cooperate here, in spite of
our fear of the large, the grand, even the
u~seeable, terrain. Our fear is a symptom of our
disease. We must be rid of it.
We must take part in the healing of the
world, not because we are chosen caretakers,
but because more than any other creature on it
we have changed this globe. The land cared for
us,---now we must care for it.
Shape up kids. Shake off suspicions of
anything further than your daddy's home farm.
~ ou may save the home place when you
discover land worth saving over the next hill.
Be serious about this. For the earth --we
must do it. We live here.
'

Hukandika: "Dusteaters"
we walked onfoot and thereby got the dust
of the desert in our mouths
--after the Sho honi

Our journeys take u nowhere

a we forage
kicking wedges of morning light
from ditch bank du t
where a paragu grows wild.
We watch a car
waddle out of a chuck-hole.
Head up the hill.
Loaded with wife
fresh from childbirth.
(Baby-blues days away.)
And baby
old as young asparagus.
We reach under barbed-wire.
Snap loose a fat spear.
Eat it unwashed.
We are, friend, what we eat.
And our taste for dust
is a bonus.

for Kim Stafford
Emmett ID
Feb 1989

William Studebaker
Twin Falls ID
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I SAW KIT CARSON STILL ALIVE
("He was a likeable soft-spoken man
who e exploits contributed much Loward
the ctUement of the west"
--Encyclopedia Britannica)

I aw Kit Car on till aliv
cruising the re ervation, driving through
Window Rock, up over the hill
toward aschitti and Biklabito, the con umer producer
vending obsole cence, mea uring people
in units of profit, reading the desert
as one vast print out.
I saw him step from an Eagle,
the BIA official from back east, looking for points
to advance his career. He was the re-location agent
eyeing hillsides, surveying canyons,
planning quick-development housing, making long-distance calls,
lining up his friends for under-the-table contracts.
I watched him at Black Mesa,
I saw him in Shiprock, pulling the brake
at Colonel Sanders, cleaning his carbine
on a formica table, bulldozing peach trees, handing out
free radioactive mine tailings
telling the people at Paguate, "Here, make your adobes,
build new foundations."
He wa in Tohatchi
and Many Farms, marching school kid
through freezing rain to salute the flag.
He was holed up in a town named after Cortez,
the liquor agent, sitting up late
designing billboards showing a tight-jeaned woman
beckoning men with an open blouse
and a bottle of tokay.
He was swiveling in his chair,
downshifting into third, riding a glass elevator
three-thousand miles away.
I saw him slip into his saddle, unfold his maps,
spit dust in front of Paradise Disco, pass out Bibles
under a portable placard that said, "First Indian Free Will
Full Gospel Pre Millenium Church of God."

He cocked his hat,
he timed his watch, his infra-red cigarette
burned down into the night.
He talked low, he made camp, he built a hogan-shaped saloon
with hi· brother-in-law a hundred yards
from the reservation boundary.
He wa the one who grabbed Mrs. Yazzie
by her velveteen collar and pushed her into the snow
when she came to save her hu band
fr m another night of drinking.
I saw him, Kit Car on
working gears and levers, way up high
behind the scoop of his thee-million dollar power hovel,
training men to dig up the land, trade in the old ways,
mine coal, get a job with Sacred Mountain Electric.
He was the power plant industrialist,
breaking for lunch at Best Western Inn.
He polished his spurs, he got a shave, he had a girl
sent up to his room. He was there
generating sulfurous haze over cornfields
and rivers, spilling wastes
into drinking holes and village wells.
He was busy manufacturing electricity for Los Angeles
and Phoenix, the gambling halls of Vegas,
the used-car lots and nuke sites.
I saw him down low
behind the tinted windows of his Cougar,
secretly jotting notes for his PhD, writing a book
to ize things up, in Tuba City, in Round Rock
he wa there bribing Indian leaders,
po ing a tibal officials, paving the inroad
for corporate bosse to confuse the Athapaskan grandmother
and teal her land. He was getting rich
on radioactive disposal, on Pampers,
on Lethal 1080 used to wipe out Coyote.
He kicked dust from his hooves,
climbed Defiance Plateau in his four wheeler,
had a picnic at Buffalo Pass, looking down
into wide alluvial fans, across flat-topped mesas,
he spied through field glasses and licked his chops.
On the highways, in the bars
it was 1860 1874 1936 1989.
I saw Kit Carson,
he was still there, doing his thing.
John Brandi
Shiprock NM 1986-1989
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wave after wave
and the dunes shifting
in the wind

TURQUOISE TO MATCH THE SKY
Santa Fe, New Mexico
13 July 1987 - 26 November 1988

till in my ear
the sea sound - sand too

Elizabeth Lamb
Richard Bodner
Virginia Bodner
Gary Vauhn
Miriam Sagan

beneath the portal
a summer tourist buys turquoise
to match the sky
faces in the clouds
come and go
morning sun
in the heart of a stump
a nest of hail
snowcone stains
around her smile

up the hill ide
wind- urf
in the pine

this way, that way
shooting looks at the leaves
skittering along
cool morning chickadees
down from the mountains

el

rb

vb

gv

dark stones of the garden-islands under early snow

vb

on the handkerchief
the sweet smell
of spilled sake'
an eclipse of the moon
the poets go on talking
whirling 'round
faster and faster ...
the gurgle
up through the brown leaves
-- a purple crocus

rb

el

gv
vb

forsythia-I run in my purple skirt
yellow sneakers
el

rb

vb

rock washed jeans
split in all directions
the 9 o'clock bell

gv

salt ta te of blood, my finger
pricked on a sewing needle

new moon sliver
above the adobe church
just one bell tower
slowly, the tall Texan
sauntering down the street

el

gv
ms

in the spring snowstorm-all the colors covered over
adobe arch
frames the mountain chapel
and birdsong
brown sparrows on the lattice
beaks full of down and string
tangled pond weeddying on the mud
two white butterflies---pasque flowers
closing up at evening

rb

el

ms

vb

rb
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a lightning strike!
both eyes open
then the thunder
pounding down the home tretch
the filly wins by a nose
through the roar
sweet clover drift m
over the river

gv

el

rb

four month pregnant-
August garden gone to seed
squeezed
into the New Year
Boy!
a dragon kite flies
in celebration
out of breath
scratched and tumbled
--the top at last
only the vacant sky
rattle of grasshopper wings
by the clothesline
the sun a little cooler
since my mother left
ju t clothespin left to dry
and red Virginia creeper
fall color
curling all around
chile ristras
evening on the mesa
shaft of sun across the peak
Note: In this linked verse (renga) the order of poets was
arranged so that each of the five linked to a verse of
each and had a verse linked to by each of the other

poets.

gv

el

vb
el

vb
ms

gv

rb

Dia de los M uertos -- 1982

( based on a poem by Tu Fu)

this is dedicated to all those couples
who drive into cemeteries for amorous purposes
this night of the dead not ju t the Mexicans
who Oirt and dance to rock or sal a
exchange ugar skull and neak off miling
behind the graves of forgotten oul
while the vieJas pray at their altars
for divine intcrce sion or implc forgivene -no not ju t for them they know what they're doing
life' affirmation on death's private turf
death's contribution to human fertility
flesh turned to bone to pass on life's sap
is something they're used to something ingrained
in their culture and psyche
locked in their genes -no not just for them but also for those
who find love in graveyards who escape the restraints
of a hostile society or oppressive parents
escape the restraints of shabby apartments
rented rooms and obtrusive landlords
those who go to death's playground in total innocence
finding privacy in these desolate places
shunned as unclean by a world obsessed
with antiseptic avoidance -- and also for those
who make love in graveyards out of a sense of adventure
or disdain for propriety or just for the fun
of being kinky -- this is for everyone
despised or exalted who affirms life this night
when the souls of the dead return to earth
to check out its progress the night when the dead
descend in their cadilacs to receive proper honors
to see what is needed what people want
.
and take messages back to the powers above -the sun sinks in the west toward the kingdom of death
as we drive throught the streets in our metal skulls
skulls kept in motion by those who affirm
the needs and urges that keep life emerging
out of the graveyard -- let skeletal doilies
dance along National let candy skulls flourish
along with the marigolds throughout the barrio
let night here grow colder let days here grow shorter
life will go on in ide of its skulls

blue gorge opens dark mystery
enchanted creature may hide or appear
dragon sleeps coiling heavy water
hold its sphere a thousand miles deep
walk carefully along the cliffs edge
brace limbs descending into blue mi t
look aero s vast moving urface
tand till before awesome cales
the mountain ascends the only path tops
vcrticlc wall faces verticlc wall
cut straight founded in void
reflections hang in trembling water
the darkness below may fathom the depths
as broken lights recall the waters surface
far down one cloud appears
flying birds cant get away
high vines turn into martial pavilions
bare trees form into spear walls
far streams writhe to get here
underground caves
vent roaring water
enter seclusion a place undiscovered
first pilgrim to feel this presence
now must leave
despite regrets
aging traveler never saw better
the dragons long scales sleep sequestered
a massive stone blocks his coming and going
when summers sky burns itself out
he will minister the wind and the rain

Kenosha WI
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The Wildlife of I-5

DRIVING TO VEGAS

CAMPI G BY 1HE POUDRE

On the Way to Buffalo, Wyoming

Starlings, crows, airhoms,
a pheasant boosted from the stubble
wobbling in the backwash
'
of a black truck higher than a house.

Tonopahis
the only place
contour lines
appear
tori e

This new day's thoughts I collect
like dead branches,
light them to cook our breakfast.

Beyond my car,
a deer leaps the wire fence
skipping into lunar country,
powdered in snow

J?isconsolate horses, shuffling cows,
li tles on hot hills like sawdust mounded
the long valley liced across its grain
'
with the cea ele s rush.
Yellow grass, burnt pale
along arroyos, waterle s and tiretracked;
cotton harvest almost done
distant figures dark around' the bulk
of a red compactor, tarping the hammered bales.
Dead coyote, mangled, furry,
sun-dried into a dun heap, tailhair
sadly ruffling in the blast.
Something that color, fast-the mate? Runs at the road
dodging stipped cotton ste~s, coming crazy,
you fucker, now STOP,
pump, Oh Shit, miss a bigrig,
bumperflap, whirlpool wheel & out
into clear, panting, hollow
near-death instant, Christ:
cement sack, blown empty,
end over end over end.
Los Banos to Lost Hills, California
C.L. Rawlins
Logan UT

between there
and Goldfield
the fir t
Jo hua tree
beer at the Mozart Club
from then on
it's all downhill
between Mercury
and Indian Springs
the light
begins to change

Last night' fire still smoulders,
a ruined reminder,
like Dre den the morning after.
On boulder where lichen cling
tight a green paint,
I am out of my element,
here
where no life is a given,
where orange-chested birds
play scavenger,
rummaging trash sacks;
black ants tramp by,
unconcerned,
with huge mouthfuls of gnat.

you wonder
what you'll do
when you reach
the edge
of the map

At my feet the wild water
is polishing stones.
I sit among stiff dark pines,
a stagnant pool.

out there
on the horizon

0 god of this river
disperse the driftwood.

all that neon

Let me get moving again.

beckoning you
in from the dark
Kirk Robertson
Fallon NV

David Hall
Ft. Collins CO

Now the bodies of black steer stretch out
along miles of whiteness
where, before, the hump of a million buffalo
echoed the di tant hapes of Big Horn silence
I dream of the Sioux sliding silently
into the shadows,
running beside the vanishing animals
Vaulting deer cower now
under the cottonwoods,
big horn sheep huddle,
too scared to unroll their horns
The rest is all the wilderness
we have left, ready to get rusty
like that heap of barbed wire there
rolled up tight as an unused lasso
in these last, vast ranges of the West
Eleanor Keats
Englewood CO
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BEFORE 1HE SNAKE

THE ART OF GETTING LOST

Si~ting, fa~ing the sun, eyes closed. I can hear the sun. I can hear the bird life all around
for rrules. It fl1~s through us _and around us, it takes up all space, as if we were not there, as if
we had never interrupted this place. The birds move dioramically through our heads from
ear to ear. Wha_t are_they doing, singing in this luminous fall. It is marvelou to be O 'alone,
the two of u , m this garden de ert. Forgotten, but remembering our elves as no one will
ever remember ~s. ~he s~ace_ between the trees, the bare ground- and between them, you
can see the lands skm ~h1~h 1 o much home. We cannot buy or ell thi marvelou day. I
~an hear the un and, within the un, the wind whi h comes out of the world's lung from
imm~asurab_le depth; _we catch o~ly a di tant echo. Beyond the bird there are p rson
carry1~g their name like great weights. Ju t think: carrying X your whole life, or Y, or z.
Carrying all that A and B and C about with you, having to be A all the time, B or C. Here
you can be the sun, the pine, the bird. You can be the breathing. I can tell you I think this
may be Eden. I think it is.
'

Nathaniel Tarn
Tesuque NM

losing it
look closely
the place
takes you away

Big Sur hot spring crotch-of-the-redwood
takes you away
Salt Point combers in a stonn slamming down fists
takes you away

dangerous pir1on
take you away
Manco hale
take you away

letting go enough not to panic
but to play it like a tune
whi tied & hummed
a a hymn to the Mother

& you're suddenly ju t another
neopagan zenmother Buddhada
learning pandemonium
toking pure chaos

Haleakala's charms
takes you away
eating lost mangoes & making love
in the cave at Kalalau
takes you a way

cougar in the headlights
takes you away
Venus Kali clone
takes you away

this is my religion
I believe in being lost

take Luna in the mushrooms & quackgrass
rolling in it on Sheep Mountain
that first green-eyed summer
FERN CANYON MEDITATION

This planet Earth, water, sky & tree
the only joy
the only real being
and even the birds messed up the symmetry of the twig
and the fish shat in the water
and the spiders caught dew on their webs in the redwoods
and the elk disturbed the smoothness of the wave-washed sand
and man
man has even had to change the clarity and colour of the sky
the pureness of the water
and has lost his heart to his greed that sucks out used ideas
from the tell-you vision box, where everyone's vision is of
the same foods and then the same pills and then even the same
deaths, with :your choice of 52 orthodox religions and 15 burial plans
--no~e of which actually have the body touching the soil
that 1s no longer of clay dust, but pesticided juices
bubbling lil~e old nitrate negatives that have been kept too long together
man a_nd this planet too long together..... no, just American, unjust America
Amenca so long together that the planet bubbles
of the darkness and the greed that swallowed the heart that swallowed
the man that swallowed the child that pushed the button.

sabra basler
corrales nm

or take that infamous hike we took
to the San Miguel Canon petroglyph
that scribed a hoop in the earth
& led us back to our beginning
Shandoka's lightning & ice
takes you away
clambering hands & knees up Lone Cone scree
takes you away
getting so lost
you find yourself
Canyonland cliff shelf narrowing to goat hold
takes you away
U ncompahgre's Tabeguache pine scratched by bear
takes you away
always dying &
being reborn

& everything I find on the way
is a miracle
adventure not predicament
chaos as much as calm
the only straight line in nature
is the bomb's trajectory
so, scram pathfinders surveyors engineers
gimme the loon's zigzag walk
let me lose it
I know how to use it

Cloud Acre
Norwood CO
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GREAT PLAINS COMMON
"... that vast Something, stretching out on its own unbounded scale, unconfined, which there is in these prairies,
combining the real and ideal, and beautiful as dreams. "
-- Walt Whitman.from" An Undeliver'd Speech"

I
Let the land talk
if talk it can
through a phalt, concrete, close-clipped bluegras
through mortgage ,
foreclosure , reservations,
zoning , taxe , fresh bulldozings
through building
all jawbreakers
of foreign brick and timber
through highways
fur-besplattered, railroads rigid,
and signs that say, "Keep Out"
through the tourist talk
of "nothing there
to see or hear or stop for"--

II
Let the realtors'
land-talk pause
to hear the weeds and whorls freespoken
of junkyards rusting
and Soil Banks resting,
to hear the old translation
of acres spoken for
with phrasal stakes,
then posts and fence
with sentences
all plowed to utter
corn or wheat or barley
with paragraphs
of pasture, periods
of haystack, barn, or sodhouse--
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m
And the land talk long
without a reservation
as in ancient Indian song
only the plain tongue
of buffalo grass
turned to the dark-robed thunder
of a nomad brother
whose range unbroken
fed and clothed Cheyenne, Pawnee, Lakotan
only the Great Mother
who if he spoke
in the speckled com by rivers
held it common
for all those gathered
who had danced in her sky-wed honor---

N
0, only the ear keen
for the straight tongue,
the breath surrounded in open air
the prairie chinook
going over the green
that would sundance, moonwave, earthshake
Coyote spiralling
his circular howling,
meadowlark fount melodious
and man's mind,
even from four-wheel whatnots,
dwelling in every setting of sun-
That the land might talk
its scope of the sky,
let the talk land.
Don Jones
Greeley CO
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its
Well, it's the end of January, and as anyone who has
been within l Ofeet of me the pa t five years could tell you, that
means it's Cowboy Poetry Week in Elko.
I never fore aw developing an actual taste for Lhe stuff
when I first made the drive five years ago. The initial
announcements of the event, accompanied by 20 lines of
classical doggerel, seemed to presage a rather wretched novelty,
but I couldn't stay away. The chance for a once-in-a-lifetime
experience was too great a draw.
As it turned out, that first gathering, small though it
was, was successful enough to create a demand for another one,
and then another, to the point where cowboy poetry is probably
the hottest genre on any literary circuit. Academic poets hate it
(or, at best, ignore it); working people love it; and a few old
cowpokes and almost-cowhands are actually making good
money at it.
This has created a certain jealousy and further
disparagement of the form among academic poets in the West,
although I continue to believe they ignore the Cowboy Poetry
movement at their own peril. The Stafford-Hugd-Wagoner
imitators who determine the critical boundaries for poetic
activities in this neck of the woods have never expressed much
grasp or even interest in the challenges presented by
ethnopoetics, and whether the material in question is a Sioux
peyote chant or the poems of Badger Clark sung in
unaccompanied and untrained baritone, the level of
miscomprehension is about equal.
For all the jabbering they publish in their house
journals relating to the effect of Landscape Etc on the psyche of
the modern Western writer, the clues provided by Cowboy
Poetry are utterly ignored . I've come to liken the initial lulling
redundancy -- the boredom, even -- of the recited form to the
problem of Western landscape itself. The flat sagebrush plains,
rolling hills and distant mountains can present a certain
monotony to the eye unused to them. And yet, a lifetime or just
a few years in such regions begins to refocus that eye to the
immense and perpetual subtleties inherent in that landscape-
the shifting of light, the effect of clouds and shadows and wind,
even the more deliberate pacing of the seasons. Substitute the
myriad variations of tone and phrasing possible in the human
voice, and the rolling cadences of Cowboy Poetry begin to
mirror in ound the visual false-repetitions of the hard land it
springs from.
I once remarked to an eminent academic poet of the
great challenge Cowboy Poetry presented toward a re
definition of what it means to be a Western poet. "Rather than
being able to compose a historical verse epic in Alexandrian
hexameter," I said, "a poet might be someone able to play a
decent version of 'Leavin' Cheyenne' on the guitar." "But I can't
play guitar," he replied. We haven't spoken since, and that man
is a fan of the genre.
The other story that hits me over the head these days is
one I got from Waddie Mitchell. I had him sign my copy of his
Christmas Poems, and he mentioned they'd held the publication
party for it at a bookstore in San Francisco called City Lights. I
was suitably impressed. He went on to add, "There was this
fella there 'sposed to be a hot poet name of Ferlinghetti. You
ever heard of him? Well, he told me that he thought us Cowboy
poets were the best thing that'd happened to poetry in the past
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ten years. He said that we were getting people inleresled in
poetry again, and that once they were intere Led, they'd go find
out all the other tuff on their own ." I recommended Waddie
pick up a copy of "Chri t Climbed Down," my all-time fa vorite
Xmas poem, and he eemed interested. And o it goes.
Academics, beware.
The various literary-politics issues that swirl dust
around the recitation of ballad-style, rhymed verse reall y
deserve another kind of essay, although the problems raised
provide plenty of intrigue. This has been one of the most
amusing sidelights of my Elko experiences, where an outsider's
status has made many inside moves possible. I get to talk to the
poets, the folklorists, the musicians and the national reporters in
ways that reveal more information than if I belonged to any of
those groups.
It may be the conversations that bring me back more
than anything else. I've never understood why more people
from the Wood River Valley don't hit the gathering as their
mid-winter cure for cabin fever. It's much closer and cheaper
than the cities of the West Coast, and the late-19th century
cattletown ambience that Elko holds onto, despite the incursion
of Big Macs and a Motel 6, allows it to be just as exotic as
Seattle or San Francisco.
The action goes on 24 hours a day. There's the poetry
of course-- dozens of concurrent sessions split among three or
four rooms. Open jam sessions run all day down the street at the
old police station, and the Northeastern Nevada Museum ,
which features a show of fine art or photography or crafts from
ranchlife, also screens films and videos in its small auditorium.
But that's just during the day. The real cene in Elko
starts up after dark, when the stars compete with the glimmering
of antique neon, and the ound of the slots is almost drowned
out by the clack of hot glasses at the casino's bar.
You've got to move quickly to get an early table at one
of the Basque restaurants behind the Stockman's Casino. For
about $15, you can gorge on a six-course, 10-dish dinner that
would make a tofu-eater faint on sight. Rack of lamb, chorizo
flavored pinto beans, spaghetti, spuds and a loaf of hearty
sheepherder's sourdough washed down with soup, salad and a
carafe of red is just about enough to transport anyone to an
1888 bunkhouse on the range.
Then, if you're lucky or sly enough to have obtained
tickets to the evening performance at the Convention Center,
you head in that direction for a show that rivals the best of the
Prairie Home Companion for wit, music and diversity of
performers.
Then it's back to the Stockman's, where all-night
picking sessions in the banquet rooms upstairs smoke on until
dawn. Various stars like Riders in the Sky, Ramblin' Jack Elliot,
Jerry Jeff Walker, Ian Tyson and Gary McMahan shift through
combinations of instruments and players for hours. And the
hottest pickers of all are frequently folks never heard of before
or seen again, blowing in like tumbleweed in a railway's wind.
I tend to doubt if I've ever sleep more than a dozen
hours in the course of the three-and-one-half days of the
gathering. The problem is not just one of not wanting to miss
anything, because it's not possible to catch it all, even if you
could split into three or four separate people. It's that Elko itself
is a somewhat fascinating place, with mountains and skiing a
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short drive away, and stores and shops in town like nothing else
in the world. Capriolla's Saddle Shop, for instance, may be the
finest traditional outfitter in the West today. The Mercantile on
Idaho Street is where the old-time sheepherders still buy their
year's supply of bandanas and flannels. And there's a favorite
corner bar of mine, housed in an old Wells Fargo bank
building, that has a cherrywood bar that was shipped from New
England to Elko via Cape Hom in the 1880s.
For it is a sen e of history, gritty as sand under a
fingernail, that is the-greatest experience available at Elko. The
We t as we view it through the odd lens of Sun Valley has
changed so quickly that even the remnants of our original
culture here, the cowboys and herders who opened up the
terrain a cant hundred-plus year ago, are already lost to all
except the fictions of Hollywood.
The Elko gathering uggcst a little more tenacity than
that, but the confu ion of people losing their way of life even as
they helped that loss along through fencing the land and relying
on machines, is a lesson every working person in the Wood
River Valley should lend an ear toward learning.
Ah, but if all lessons could arrive with such good
times!

Illumination in hill country
sere hills surrounding
mountain town
slope low summits in
to eachother, blur
definitions and
vani h
spatial dimension: one
can't tell where rise
or gully ends
and others begin,
hills rolling out
indistinct earth clouds
rained with gray sage
nothing can exist
without shadows

City of Rocks
--Gooding, Idaho
In the cool erosion-rotted cavemouth
under a brooding stone cranium
one driftwood stick of deer's back
recreates the beatific pleasure
of finding old bones
in the desert
and my firm instructions for personal
funerary rites when I die
later today are simply
mount my skull atop a fine
lichenstained rock pillar
so it can bleach its own way
into an utterly indifferent heaven

for Cam Lindsley
may 22:88
Scott Preston
Ketchum ID

the swallowed sun catches
on cloud landscapes
and creates sight. One hill becomes
a subject of light
and night eyes burn
on hard morning mirror. narrow
sunset crescent dies
stoney fire under
far eastern sky, glowing
aspen stand sprays ravine
veined roots
where elk hide eyes
like dark stars
though of the same world,
there is thought
and memory
more isolated
than these
highlit forms
in larger terrain
oct 4:83
Scott Preston
Ketchum ID
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OPEN RANGE AFTER THE DEATH OF A FRIEND

The September sun breaks over the rim
of the Breccia Cliffs to crack the night.
Frosted glass clover hatters
beneath my boots, echoes off a northern stand
of lodgepole pine. My nose pinches shut
a cold collides with warm in my lung .
Sharp smells of woodsmoke and alt block,
like chunk of ice on the air, thaw
in my raw lung . I ta te alt,
clo emy lip
to melt another chunk of air.
The huge grey corpse
of a jack pine leans
toward the cabin. The corral
looks lonely and frozen, lost
in remembering the heavy suck of hooves
in the muck of yesterday afternoon.
The horses hide in the far
corner of the pasture, their heads
low, cold noses touching.
Poison Bench lies
like an innocent dog at the feet
of the cliffs, where cattle die young
gorging themselves on sweet purple larkspur.

Kathy Hankins
Missoula MT

TIP TOP PINE TREE
CHIN UP MOVE FORWARD
EVER UPWARD
"All live things move upward
Only dead things move down"
RED ROCK BUTTE THE INNER CORE
HARDCORE
STILL STA DING ABOVE
STRONG
The slow ero ion till evolve
unspeakable!
In the cave with the mountain goat
Whi p r a ecret
Into the crevice in the tone
HOLLOW HOLLER!
TO REACH THE PEAK
ABOVE
BEYOND
IMAGINE A DREAM
MAKE IT REAL
SWEAT SMILE CRY DRIP
DROPLETS O TO THE EARTH
QUENCHING
A THIRSTY SOIL SOUL
ACHES IN THE INNERS
THROBS IN THE THROTTLE
CRACKSI THESURFACE
ARISE! MORNING!

Julia M. Becker
2 August 88 Indian Creek MT

a fla h of the dice in the void

it was a dream in low motion
dream in slow motion
when we went over that cliff
marguerita after we had watched
the deer dance and the indian
had put the hex his evil eye
on our camera a flash of the
dice in the void a the car
rumbled backward in the dark
over la veta pa like the
deer dancers at the taos pueblo
or the bones of a dinosaur beat
together in tribal rhythm
it was a dream in slow motion
dream in slow motion
when we went over the cliff
marguerita and we listened to
the voices of our ancestors
the ghosts of the dead mixed
with a coyote's moan the
magpie's caw the raven's wing
like the eyelash of a lover
brushing against your skin
or the dance of the tightrope
walker his steps laughing
against the void as he
strolls the wire with no net
it was a dream in slow motion
dream in slow motion
when we went over the cliff
marguerita and the mountain
pass juggled our car like a
laughing ball of fire and
the clouds stained the moon
with black cherries our wheels
spinning like four snakes
striking out at the night
and we were the calm in the
center of the torm steering
through the stars in slow motion

Tony Moffeit
Pueblo CO

coyole blues
i am coyole
i am the whisper of your hadow
on du ty back tairs of hotels
i am the pul e in your vein
on rainy jazzflame night
i am mountain wind mountain
Lrcam echoing in your cars
i am coyote
i am 'agcbru ·h blowing on the
side of Lhe road
i am dice rolling in the alley
i am glow of lovers' skin
i am the light licking the darkness
i am the ballad on the jukebox
the blue of the trccLS
i am the lone wolf
the one who runs with no one
i am the one who howls free
i am the wildfire the moonburn
i am coyote
i am the terror of your passion
i am the words caught in your throat
i am Lhe space you need
and the time twisted in your laughter
i haunt your trail like a hellhound
i am the phantom train of mysleries
i roll on down the line
i am coyote
i am the roulelte wheel the ace of spades
i am snakeyes
i am the vision you stalk
i am the punchline of the joke
i am wolfhowl
i am jazzhom
i am bluesmoan
i am saxaphone tar
i am drumclouds
i am breath of the dead
in a new wind
i am underground river and red du t
i am mirage in the de erL
i am ilvcr air and black me, a
i am coyote
i am the ghosL of midnighl
the tightrope walker
the juggler of dreams
i am the movement of your glance
the chanl thal eludes you
to elude the Lraps
to be wild and free
Tony MoffeiL
Pueblo,CO
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MOVINGON

The mustard yellow frame house that has stood
over fifty years between five cottonwoods
at the edge of a thousand acre potato field
is ready to be moved into Pocatello.
Supported by two I-beams on wheels, it waits
one final night under the summer moon.
Tomorrow it will roll on down the road
like the man who built it, moved back to Wyoming
and the family who old it to the realtor
becau e they found work in Arizona.
After the foundation collap es, the topsoil
will blow away and wash down into the Snake,
ending up eventually in the Pacific.
Even the mountain range to the south
will be somewhere else in a few million years.
What is so unusual, then, about this sad old house,
lonesome as the last cowboy in Idaho
smoking his last cigarette
beneath the enormous peach-colored temporary moon?

Harald Wyndham
Pocatello ID

RABBIT

Signs

SOLACE
We Montana women watch the wind
rearrange the clouds, swallows
swoop and veer on invisible strings.
We hear the coo of doves
flowing soft as cream from the windbreak,
the bustle of leave in the trees.
The magic eludes us, tea es our frail
dreams, leaves doubt clinging like kin.
until the udden fragrance
of wildrose in the coulee
comfort our secret .

Elsie Pankowski
Great Falls MT

Climbing a dry creek bed I turn over flat
pieces of mudstone - under each
a thousand names I'll never know, curled
& encysted against the heat.
After climbing hours in the hard sun
I break into a clearing split
by a crystal pool forty feet long.
Two Cutthroat streak from irridescence
to hadow, and al o hadow, the hawk
I never ee. I drink greedily.
Bear tracks, a flicker feather, the chatter
of warblers, clouds moving in.
That evening standing on a spit of rock
& grass watching the lake drown the hurled sun
& darken, I feel born into what flees, what
is hidden, watching.
Paul S. Piper
Missoula MT

Five years in Denver.
Five winters.
Condos thrive in this climate
even if the city is emptying
out and there's
no one buying them.
My first couple years
the cri p blue-white snow
wa perforated with
rabbit trail . Open hills.
Cement foundations like crater .
Two by fours stretching up
like buffalo grass.
Sheet rock. Pneumatic hammers.
It's snowing in moonlight.
The rabbits have moved
into the hills, but Canadian
geese still eat manicured lawns
through the snow. Occasionally
a mountain lion
pads down Second A venue
to steal a poodle.
Tom Person
Denver CO
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LONGPOEM ON THE ROAD
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William L. Fox giving new meaning to the phrase "road writing." "Longpoem on the Road" was written on the
white lines of a desert highway in Nevada. A ponion of the text is shown on the facing page.
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seasons through him, fil11S Qil a march

Among the Creosote

all great stones have seen

Among the Desert People
he watched sky, watched it, watched
it night when he could, day when he would,
watched it clear, watched it cloud, high
stars, heavy looming, brought it wind,
brought it still, or chill, it would lean
and pinch newgreen leaves, pinch young
apricot nubs, never even laughed, though
earth ometimes creaked cold, under, sky
just leaned and stretched, shoulders held back
even when finger close to, he watched the
calendulas, how they sang, sang yellow and
orange, sky never let on, just stretched high
leaning cold or shot gold sun all over,
sucking the roots, drawing green out of
darkness, he watched, watched sky, nights he
stared compass-out following starlines, moved
like turtles, spoke too far off to hear, wind
didn't help, stars kept on their slow way,
time behind clouds, times naked, times beyond
trees, slow to verge morning, grey breath dusk,
green twilight waking, big red eye, yellow hot
mouth, he watched and shivered, watched,
sweated, seasons walked in him, on him, down
his limbs, through like ants on a march, he
watched that sky, earth smote up through his
feet her secret vine, she felt his hands with
his feeling her, she told him never a word, she
said let me watch sky, you watch me, watch me,
i'll take care of sky, you're mine, watch me,
so when he watched sky he felt her through him,
he felt her grow hot roots up through his feet,
she watched sky up through his spine, out his
hair, sky leaned and loomed, dark flowers
fierce flowers, grey blossoms full of falling
sky leaned and lowered, he watched , earth
watched, they lifted their watching, sky grew
branches down into their faces sky watched
them watching sky watching never met their
eyes watched them only slant, turtle, turtle

These days I can't make out
what
the cicadas are
trilling about.
Out from
wherever. In their
snakeweed. Or catclaws.
Or perhap their tiny
parlors
in the ground.

I am dust.
I pray my
long thigh
of dance.

My hymn is of
being held
in the hand of
someone stronger.

A grasshopper the exact
pattern of a stone
is standing still.
Must be
he takes me for a
cunning animal. Ah,

Dust
bears the
splintered
dream.
In the
evening, an
instantaneous
moon

with
nothing
to hide.

A View from the Window

the desert!
With no more
ants to kick around.
They've all gone in,
I think, among
the winter stash.
But come spring
they'll come again
in a variety of latest
shades all gleaming
& voracious
jn their compound eyes.

What do the cracks in
those boulders mean,
facing the road?

Joseph Somoza
Las Cruces NM

What does snow
on sand and brown sagebrush mean?
.

My thoughts of winter unsure
when I watch the desert.

Elaine Dallman
Reno NV
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all great stones have seen, will see, many deaths
and many wakings. their lava roots are bloody
with breaking and borning. high stones
are inhabited by great spirits. they consult
with our ancestors and send us dreams.
we are not strangers to their vastness
nor to the forces that waste them and waste them
over long years. yet they restore us, they
lead our eyes upward, they remind us of sun
and moon, they lift our reckonings
out of mud, we are lichens upon their hard
waiting. we are still birds upon their watching.
we are small beasts upon their nurture. they
abide us and beyond us. we are the marrow of
their lastingness. they speak out of us.
they give substance to our dreaming.
they teach us the edges of our world.
our kind made castles of their sunlight
and dungeons of their shadows. we must no longer
separate their arms from their roots
in our meditations. they teach us ourselves.
we speak to them and they speak in us
to tell us what it is we know.
the trees that grow from between them
speak with voices of those who live in us.
if we build on what they are within us, we
can last as long as our reaching
lifts on the steep wings of their lifting.

12 March 1987

Will Inman
Tucson AZ

The Invocation

ow I am going to frighten you.
Oh Goddess of datura
Slit like lily
Pure quicksilver
Hailstone lady
Moisture-born
And moi ture-bearing
Vine and gourd
Th milk and water
Cloud, slug, spit, lime
Sliced by fire
Burnt to cinder
Slashed in ether
Persephone
In her returning
Bound in fetters
All arms flying
Kali hid
Lrlside the atom
Lightening hair in bolts of static
Dressed in undiminished form
Corn maiden waiting on the com
Blue woman mountain
Now reclining
Hip of Rockies
Sierra Madre palm
Earth cracked
Fire frozen
Air smashed
Water gone
Lady, come.
I'm going to frighten you.

You've gone to Acoma
High mesa, grit in the eye
Wind in the alley of dust
City of potters against the sky
Where the stars leak through the paneless windows .
The pericardium surrounds the heart;
You--my deer carcase, my bison corpse
Still warm, that I crawl into
Against the wind and now, the tundra, night
You, my hou e of thigh bones
My slim knife
My pair of quartz stones, fireflint,
What I mean to ay i :
I love you that much.

Miriam Sagan
SantaFe M

COUNTING SONG

one raven
flying over desert
two rabbits
beneath greasewood
three coyote
tracking
four buzzards
circling
five
small white bones

Acolytes

Vanity may lie at the heart of us all,
its own crazed circus without an audience,
but nevertheless wherever we are
the landscape shoots out from the ends of our toes,
those acolytes bent on revenge,
and wherever we tum we see
puzzled sheep, puzzled goats struggling
out of the breaking earth, miniature gardens,
straw gold, musical rainbows
falling from their slack mouths,
and over there a man in a top hat
smug about a joke, the skirts
of a woman speeding off with sequins
and spangles rolled in her folds
to where she smiles, so large
she invites the whole world.

Elizabeth Searle Lamb
Santa Fe NM
Peter Wild
Tucson AZ
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Eternal Specks
An Overland Memory

the early guru gets the worm

The ghost of John Berryman
furnished me with $200
when I sold an old book review
he had written and given
to my father year ago and now
he too ha pa sed away
or o I ay as I walk the
Overland Trail eastward
as though going again t
the grain of time remembering
walking westward a few years
ago with a Japanese professor
who discussed nothing else but
Princeton except when he'd stoop
to scoop an artifact left along
the trail under vast blue skies.
But that was when my father
was yet alive and the Berryman
review was still in his possession
or otherwise I would have placed
it in an old stormbox a few
miles ahead along the trail just
to see what the Japanese professor
would have expressed about finding
such a treasure beside wheel ruts
leading westward--or eastward if
you felt contrary enough to go
backwards in time and space and
yet I suppose the poor old pioneers
would wonder just what the hell,
if they could see, two foolish
scavengers were doing a hundred years
later discussing their castaways
and some obscure future poet when
OREGON is what really counts!
"What kind of man was this Berryman,"
he asked, and I said, "full of whimsy,
at least when he was back at Princeton,"
as I pointed to the East.
And then I was all alone with just
the bare land itself and memory.

Richard F. Fleck
Laramie WY

i was there too, john
among the scrub oak & pine needles
w/a dizzying hand
wiping flesh from
Lhe mouth of the earth
an old tone settled
a last seed planted
from the canyon rim
i see lumber &
hear Lhe hot spring
riot watcrLhe valley
that once healed still
docs so in its
ancient rain
ribbone interstate
unwinding sunbleached
while the valley below
a sweaty crotch
call of the wild

i can
cover red mountain
w/my hand
& hear a tongue hungry chorus
of lonelystill brown saddled
aging butte
sing-song hands & ass
in the damp earth
fistfuls of arid vistas
i can see thru &
w/one whiff
i oughta be
crooning the countryside
rock worn & revealing
layers of american flags in stone
camelots of a surly magic
stark jagged weather-hewn
crusty gorge hiding asters
rummaging thru myself:
not finding a shadow the
spirit
left
moving.
John Macker
new castle CO

"When will that night come when I shall look at
these eternal specks of light without a trembling
in my soul!"
Nikos Kazantzakis

With wind chill
it's thirty below,
yet I tand out ide
scanning ky
in frozen awe,
an ebony canvas
sprinkled with
Italian lights
that cast cold fire
into deadened hearts,
a nightmare designed
by an awake Morpheus.
Cold chaps my face,
a slap I should respond to
with "I needed that,"
but I can't -instead I feel
icy starlight
collect in my eyes.
AWAKE

FR. Benedict Auer, O.S.B.
Normal.. .in the young mind of a child is a big word.
Formal..in the closed mind of a man is a big word.
Sleeping dogs don't lie.
Weeping mothers' children don't cry for them.
Dying...in the eyes of a wise man is normal.
Lying . .in the words of a leader is formal.
Weeping children don't lie.
Sleeping fathers can't cry for them.
I've been awake for far too long.
Slowly...in the mind of a thinker is a good word.
Lonely ..in the heart of an artist is a good word.
Running wolves can't learn.
Funny fools' hearts can't burn for them.
Child...in the hands of a few means profit.
Wild..to authority only says,"Stop it."
Funny wolves can't bum.
Running fools' hearts can't learn from them.
I've been awake for far too long.
Y2
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Beyond The Last Hurrah

I

The Daily Fever
The ferocious drip of the
Peasant girl's tears
Awakened the nation
For half a day.

Hav you ever een
a river moving till?
Or Buffalo Bill hoot the same bullet
ix time and hit th mark
each and very ti me,
d ad nter?
Or harli haplin
·tr amin picy giggl
parkling curlycu ,

Mark Morelli

in th gold du. t?
r P ahontas
in ultry slit bu k kin
and low-cut ad
leading a goggle-eyed
puritan parade
down the primro e path?

a fly
drunk on shit,
two legs
stumbling
over four;
crawled, fell, flew
dervish like
across the room
landed
on the desk
and with
a curious eye
stared at the book
that splattered shut

Or Huck Finn
hitching a free ride
to nowhere
on the South-of-I ordan
Steamboat, propped
again t a sack
of Mexican peppers
tapping his foot
to Dixie in rock-time
to a blazing harp?
Go ahead, ask him:
"Why you tay
on that thing, Huck?"
He'll ju t grin
and pick his teeth
with a hot carp bone.
I told him: "Keep
an eye on that guy
craning over the ide,
Huck, or at least
teach him to swim.
They ay it's never
too late ..... "

In the ]and of di tant
dreams where blue
white diamonds,
dazzling and delicate,
suspend by silver threads
roped each to each
in a glistening
spider-web sky.

Joseph Farley
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Contemplating Climates

Ice heeting blankets urround
warm bodie melting inside
staying cold without. eeding warmth, sunlight
optimal perpendicular angle
falling, covering beach-toweled sand
steaming fle h free from altwater.
motion flowing ea ·ier
around . miling bath r
c mparing fr zen thought.
kiin v r 1 p . with
ub z ro, unprepar d-for winds.
Mor fun hibernating from choice
than neces ity.

Nancy Jean McBride

The Last Great Age of Breakfast

It was in the last great age of breakfast
when all things seemed possible,
when the salmon, fed up with petty ambition,
climbed the stairs to my bedroom and
expired in my arms, when poached rhinoceroses
grazed in the high gra s of forethought,
vowing their Type B armor could not be penetrated
by direct insult, when marmalade strode as never
before, when eggs remained silent, never
cracking under the torturer's intimate attention
to detail, when abnormally healthy cereals
muscled into memory, their continuity unbroken
by the intermittent cowardice of childhood,
when bacon scorned its heritage and
toast knew its place, when apples, oranges and bananas
--each personally mooned by a caretaker god--were full
size, delicious to sybaritic touch, when milk
flowed like juice from a spectacular wound,
and when coffee, great pools of robust vapor,
steamed the consciousness of an entire race of poets-
poets who, once fortified with imagination, grew strong
on their own myth, and never hungered for
the quick fix of metaphor.

Charles Corry
Jay Blumenthal
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FOUR POEMS BY GINA BERGAMINO

Double Edge
Dilemma
my uncle married a crazy lady
but doesn't know it
what good are flying chicken
if you cannot pet them?

It' tough uffering
from amne ia
and deja vu
at the same time.

TWO POEMS BY N. SEAN WILLIAM

HUNDRED FLOWERS OCEAN, LIGHT
harrowing
ilences, hallowing

rain its aroma not object

In Harrisonville, Missouri

The pastor said
everytime you breathe
in and breathe out
eight people
go
to hell.

In Louisville

She dances
in a 25 cent peep show
on Second Avenue
in a bright blue building
that sings NUDE
GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS
while outside a fat man
waddles his way to fogged window.
In the cold rain, the streets
smell of city buses
and a university billboard
shines "learn to make a living.
Learn to make a life."

CLEAN NEW INSTANT THEN
alternate
fragile alternatives,
natures.

sciences fallen up on
silence is falls upon
dripping saints
inveterate.
One's visible
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An American Dream Song (fragment)

I
I tand out ide, my face pressed again t the windows of America,
peering in with wide, idealistic eye , and I see too much,
and never quite enough.
I ee brown flesh land stretching wide and rich, struggling to
breathe beneath dry covering of ru ted beer can , dumped
radiation, mile of concrete.
Is
ndle , mooth ky plotched with buzzing jet airliner ,
mumbling dragonfly helicopter. , birds one small . tep from
extinction.
I ee eagles hot out of the bullet-ridden ky, falling hard and
fast like white-headed stones and high-pitched screams.
I see only jungles left tangled up in electrical flashing vines
and tarnished steel leaves dripping tired rain like sweat of
gray pavement.
I see stones, and they sing to me with weathered eyes and soulful
voices, singing songs of earth and volcanoes and <lino aur
death waltzes.
I see the pitted silver face of the full, round moon, the gilt
heat of the sunlight's stare, the pinpoint coolness of every
star eye.
I see brand new babies with fresh skin, soft searching hands,
clean and unscarred and ready for another light life.
I see grade school children who can't read, don't dream of words,
growing up in imagined freedom, unsure if Martin Luther
King, Jr. was black , white or president.
I see them staring at closed textbooks, not caring about vectors,
gerunds, beatniks or Harry Truman's epic sins.
I see pieces of tomorrow in the summer rain that washes the dust
off of taxis, tractors and tricycles, washes yesterday'
dirt into the sewers.
I see time slipping away, slipping back, echoing, circling
until so many moments are pre sed within the breath of this
moment.
I see you, blank stare, not looking back at me, not looking at
the things falling and shattering on the ground around you,
not looking in at yourself.
I see a poet standing in the middle of a staircase, not climbing
up or falling down, just watching people rush and scream and
stream past, taking pictures of them all.
I see men in dark pinstriped suits stumbling through hurricanes
of falling shreds of paper and clanging bells, gesturing
wildly at blinking signs.
I see a man who killed millions in his mind and taught others to
kill and still believes that this world owes its existence
to the bugs that skitter through his hot brain.

I see a man singing, his hands weaving invisible threads through
the wind, sipping icy port wine, giving birth to innocent
dreams and truckin'.
I see a man willing to give up his time, his life for peace, yet
his eyes hold shadows of sleepless ghosts that never let him
rest.
I see people living in decaying temple , air thick with ancient
smoke and tangling webs that hold them to rotting words, not
to spirit, seldom to soul.
'ee fugitive sending me letters from Portland, London, Pacific
Ocean, Columbu , envelopes wet with t ars and rain and
smudged words that once formed poetry.
I . ee shamans draped in capes of velv t fog, eyes pale, moon
round opals, swallowing today's photo of the world, making
every color brighter.
I see lost ones sleeping, ignoring their desires, strutting blind
and proud through violent dreams of dust and freeways and
sticky bubblegum mouths.
I see pictures from under the sea, vivid flashes of lapis and
blocxl red, images of the world growing old, of a boiling wet
apocalypse, of sinking.
I see silk faces thinking of sleep, of how waves whisper answers
when they caress the sandy shore and are reborn, white and
infinite and powerful.
I see missile eyes that never dream of sleeping, that stare wide
awake, charged red, white and blue message shouting at
the world, leaving no world.
I see a comet sailing against deep air, staring down at stable
land, at musical sea, at Man and his sprouting fields,
sprouting cities, sprouting children.
I see the songs that celebrate these spaces, these little dawns,
and echo against the walls of the universe, against the
bodies of women, men and children.

Laura Albrecht
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ACCIDENTS DELAY MY URBAN DREAMS

43
On My Way to the Sea

I arrive late and press to the restroom
where a boy blocks my path
demands a dime to let me pas
but foul I push by to stand
and stare at the wall until it becomes

Soft summer rain fell on the sidewalk
from the dull white charcoal smudged sky. Water slowly filled the street washing all the scum
away; a Pete Rose baseball card, a crumpled piece of tissue, cigarette wrappers, a school
I.D., and a parking ticket; all blew in the wind forming a tornado of trash. Steam ro e hissing
from the hot blacktop and tiny ants struggled wildly in the water-filled cracks of the
idewalks. The gutters became drunk with rain; drip, drip, drip. A harmonica player, hands
cupped around hi mouth, blew a simple tune. I stared hard into hi eyes and he returned the
favor; "that right," I said oftly, he nodded his head and cracked a knowing smile a I
walked on by. Some girls, floating like gyp ies, dark almond eyes, tempt you with flowers,
tell you their troubles, they ay I like your ass, I want to lay you down on a bed of nail ,
poisonous tongue , dripping with venom, candy apple lips suck out your breath. And I said
"YES".

a plat of glazed plet clo ed by
gray grout streets lined with
balloon hou e each one filled with
sad boys e caped from single mother
who tum to tranger over time
that leak and leads me back to me
a secluded boy who waded through weeds
until my foot felt odd earth
and I lifted it astonished as a
pheasant churned from underneath
my heart flapped but awed I searched and found
a guarded egg perfect between the stalks
then scared my trace would prevent the parents
return I tum and run from the field to find
myself again where hallway scuffle reaches me
now done I flush and turn to see
the monkey boy swinging from a stall brace
and purged I find and place a quarter
in his hand to pay the tollman
for the privilege of a piss
Garrett Barber

I

I walked and looked in every store front
window, at leather bound volumes of science and game, at Ansel Adam's photographs of
black and white lands, at the smoke shops garish pipes in the hands of old men. In a beauty
parlor a woman having her nails done, glanced at me then quickly looked away. And I
walked, and I walked, and I walked. But I couldn't afford anything, not clothes or shoes or a
diamond ring.
That Suicidal Girl

I am the
Kind of girl
Who bleeds into
A jar each
Night and hides
It where I
Don't think that
Mom will look.
My con picuou wrist
Linens attract just
The right amount
Of nervous conjecture.
Friends speak softly
About me in
Satisfying whispers because
They think I
Want to die.
A strategically left
Poem about death
In my feminine
Script and 223-4357
Once or twice
On the phonebill
Keep me alive.

Patric Jones

I walked out of the city soaked to the
skin, I ran through the woods and the limbs 1ipped my skin, I came to the river and stood on
its banks, the water was rising all muddy and black, the current took me under as I held my
breath. I will sleep on my way to the sea.

Dan Raridan

How to Walk in the Wind
Keep your back resolute
as a shore pine's trunk
your arms yielding as its limbs.
Spread your fingers,
let the wind be free
to come and go with you:
to spin a whirligig's useless wings,
tease a curtain over a sill.
Should the kite you fly above the dunes
fall limp as a stunned bird,
lie down beside it on the golden grass.
Don't ask if the wind will blow again.
Listen.

Helen Pearson
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# 643 in an Infinite Series

My back pages
ain't never
been seen
even I
don't know
what's there
faces
so many face
and every head
a poet
each hfe an epic
each moment a ver c
all my life one long poem
and when I'm not writing
who knows what I'm living
Each similar place a ryhme
I've come here tonight
because it fits the rhythm
of this moment
this verse
but each verse
can stand alone
each verse is an island
each moment can stand alone
statue in a park
at midnight
a wino sleeping
on his dirty feet
filthy shoes covering his ego
tattering away
exposing
sandals on poets
barefoot novelist
autobiographical fiction
and when he's not walking
who knows where he's living
stand-still in a dream
under an empty sky
above a crowded forest
feet are cold
growing numb
feet arc muddy
covered with scales
finally home
the shoes come off
wife massages feet
no one to rub my feet
no one wants my soul
all the calluses
are worn away
open blisters
too sticky to touch
and when I stop dripping
I'm still dripping inside
in my back pages
the constant poem
ceaseless
the old poet restless
looking for an end
suicide among cats
and when he dies

he only begins again
always beginning again
the endings are illusion
each verse stands alone
each moment stands alone
but is part
of the vast continuum
always
always
flowing
ccaseJe ebb
and flow
tide come in
out
in
out
al way returning
the sea will end
someday
water never ends
only moves
poetry never dies
al ways rebirth
the poet remains
dies to write
again
always scribbling in
restaurants
even if it doesn't look like one
it's a restaurant
in another sense
in a real sense
the non-smoking section
is empty
everybody's come here
tonight
to die
looking for the end of the end of the poem
the poem may end
but poetry never ends
themes repeated
restated
rephrased
each verse stands alone
each poet is
alone
no booths in the real restaurant
all the meals are eaten
at a desk
a pause from the cosmic typewriter
but even the food
is an unwritten poem
the saliva drips
always dripping
hungry wolves
searching for meaning
in lamb's blood
once it is eaten
it is gone
only the poem remains
only the poet remains
only the poet
lives

2.27.88
Christopher Pospisil
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Cardboard Box

Futility ruins me, flattens me out like the pock stained
face of a dead and broken moon, the beacon of nighthawks
singing their dark aria on an evening so dim, cathedral
bat trangle in the barbed wire of ten thousand frozen
foreclo ed farms.
Moneychanger
can you hear me crying out
from beneath my cardboard box in a Northern snow torm?
I must rage at you in ca e the wind
do sn't carry my plea into your pre d and pampered
dining room where arnba actor and banker satiate
themselves while
my stomach rots
in it's own bile.
Moneychanger
can you see the hollow spots
in the shadows of my eyes, the look that comes from
dying of dispossession
in the land of opportunity?
Moneychanger
can you feel the curses? The oppressed jerk at your senses like
so many groping emaciated arms, reaching up from Hell,
trying to pull you down.
Moneychanger
can you talk to the withered
and tell them how everything's gonna be all right as we
strip the recently fallen dead; strip them of their
clothing along with dignity, strip away self-respect,
can you?
Moneychanger
can you expect us to walk,
heads erect, into our personal infernos, dogs beneath your
tables?
We are not expendable - you will see
in death we are the same.
Our ornaments differ in death, but so too
did they in life a marble mansion
a mausoleum
a potter's grave
a cardboard box

Jack Karpan
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NIGHTWIND

I've kept everything
from everyone,
from everywhere.
The flat smooth rock from the base of Jemez Springs.
The napped hoe lace from my favorite pair of hiking boots.
And the bright blue sliv r of glass
from the drive-in p,u-king lot.
"Erno ti nal xcess."
r try t do spring cl aning
in th fall,
winter,
and. ummer.
But the bulging crates
and envelopes
and boxe
put up a valiant fight.
And once again,
I hold the pressed daisy to my lips,
and stroke the blue and grey eagle feather
we found that one summer in the mountains.
Back the memories go
into their perspective casings,
to be brought out
when my mind begins to falter and forget.
The tactile touches
reinforce yesterday
and give hope
to tomorrow.
GENUINE IMITATION LEATHER
Lara Bentley
Now that you've emptied your bottle
Of forgettable lowfat syrup
Show the folks what you can really do
Forget the fake arrow through the head
Throw away the monster mask
With its rubber horror
Give up trying to fool everyone
Including yourself
By pretending to swallow the collapsible plastic sword
Pick up a real one
Sharp and heavy with shiny steel
Use it to carve something elegant and true
Something worth the risk of cutting yourself
Because even if you cut yourself
You'll only bleed
Then you can lick the blood back into yourself
And let it wash away
The terrible taste you've had in your mouth
Since the time they gagged you
With the artificial nipple

Donald Fuston
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ATOM

1401

VANLE

VANLE
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WOODCUT

VANLE

SCULPTURE

MARTINE. PLEISS
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INDUSTRIAL FOLIAGE

MARTIN E. PLEISS

ASCENSIONS IN DIMENSIONS

ABSTRACT DOODLE

MARTINE. PLEISS

MARTIN E. PLEISS

HEY MAPEDI, ASSE GAI

SOLITUDE

MARTINE. PLEISS

BRAD PETERSEN

ERIC DAVIS

HOLSTEIN COW

KATHLEEN McMILLAN

some point. Solt is able to say so much with such brief,
haiku-like flowering of words that one gets a sense of the
true impermanence and immutability of existence. This
collection was culled from twenty years of writing and reflect
Soil's fascination with Japan and Buddhism, and of the
illumination of sudden moments of insights, Zen-like in it's
simplicity and smacking of Braughtigan's cosmic, yet gentle
humor at times. Like many avant-garde Japanese poetry
volumes, this edition is printed in a limited edition on
beautiful Japanese paper.

Books
John Brandi Hymn/or a Night Feast: poems 1979-1986
(Holy Cow Press) It is hard to review books that I am in love
wi~, bec~use it is _h_ard to separate myself and ay anything
enhghtenmg or cnucal. I read poetry by gut response. If a
poet speaks to me, I listen. I have a philosophy of only
~ee_king out that whi~h stri_kes a chord somewhere deep
ms1~e me an~ responding to 1t. It was only through pursuing
my interest m the poetry of Nanao Sakaki that I stumbled
across John Brandi's name and a connection was made. I
spoke with him on the phone before I ever read any of his
work, and when I finally was able to get a copy of The Back
Road In through interlibrary loan, I knew I had struck an
unexpected goldmine.
.
Like Nanao's poetry, Brandi embraces the universe
m one great big bearhug of joy. He is one of the few poets
who h?s a truly global_ and uni versa! grasp of things as they
~e. ~•s trav~ls to vanou~ remote regions of the world and
his wide vanety of experiences combine in his meditations
on humanity's interaction with the natural world.
"Fr<?m the "Preliminary": The poet Octavio Paz
said Eternity depopulate the instant." If so, poetry
repopulates it. Ch~ge it ';Vith raw, forceful gesture. Sparks
!cap as the eye del1~ht with new beholdings. We are borne
mto ~e Fca t, walkmg yet falling through the dream. This
book 1s offered as a bouquet, the reader's head is a hand to
receive_ it." At ~mes in my life I have experienced intense,
exp~ns1ve f~elmgs of being truly connected to the very
fabnc. of bemg. I welcome this feeling when it arrives.
Brandi seems to_ write out of a_ vision of absolute clarity of
thought and punty of heart. His love for the world is not a
romantic one, but a very clear compassion for the beautiful
the small and the cosmic. I am grateful to have found hi'
works.
•
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Leo Romero Celso (Grito Del Sol, 1980) and Agua Negra
(Ahsahta Press, 1981). With a day to kill on the streets of
Santa Fe, dust, tourists poking cameras at faded storefronts
and pin~ adobe, Indians with silver & turquoise jewelry laid
out on sidewalk blankets, dollar glasses of lemonade under
unreal New Mexican sky, I happened to stop into Leo
Romero's bookshop. Little did I know that the man behind
the counter was to become one of my favorite Western poets.

Leo Romero was born in 1950 in Chacon New
Mexico and studied at ew Mexico State University in Las
<;ruces. As well as a ~a.et, he is also an accomplished
lithographer and has exh1b1ted throughout New Mexico. His
poems are like miniature short stories, each contained in
itself y~t linking in subtle reference, into an intricate weave
1;?at bnngs t~~ether life in the desert town of Agua N egra
( bl~c~ water ) and the worlds of both Catholic and nature
myst1c1Sm.
Cels(! is a _collection of poems outlining the lifestory
of one of the mhab1tants of Agua Negra, a loveable and wise
man named Celso. Celso's main loves are poetry, women
and ~lcohol as he passes through life contemplating
suffermg and the passing of life's seasons. Romero's poems
lend ~emselves so well to the narrative form that the
coll~~llon was put on as a play last year by a company in the
Pacific Nonhwest.
.
. Agua Negra is a wider view of the town and its
mhab1tants, although the poems are connected thematically
and characters from other books and poems make
~ppearances. Romero's style is tight and well-crafted and he
1s able t<? convey a_ wealth of feeling and feeling in very brief
express10ns, mov_mg deftly between physical and dream
worlds, d~y a~d ?1ght landscapes. The book is part of Boise
State Uni_vers1ty s Ahsahta Pre s' essential "Poetry of the
West senes. T~ey also _have available a sampler on cassette
of R~mero readmg portions of this work. The series, Gretel
E~rhch and B~bara Meyn and many others, is beautifully
prmtcd and designed (send for a catalog).
11
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BALCONY Poems by John Solt
(Ka1Jmsha) Student of Rexroth, world wanderer, translator
of Japanese poetry, surrealism scholar, John Solt seems to
have had a rather unattached attitude toward his own
poetry, losing poems in a whirlwind out of a car window or
left in a ca~he Bal~~ic Island of Ibiza, never pushing his
own work, Just wntmg and perfecting his short truncated
poe~s. Because of this attitude, he is perhaps k~own more
m this counu:y as a translator_ of other poet's work, rather
than a poet himself. One of his other books, anything you
don't w~nt you can have, was published in Bangkok and I
am hopmg that these editions will see U.S. publication at

Appalachian Voices. This is the literary supplement
of the New River Free Press, "a community-based ,
alternative newsmonthly providing commentary on
citizen's struggles for social justice, peace and a healthy
environment." Tough, down-to-earth writing, with sort
of a "Ballad of Hollis Brown" feel to it, with stark b&w
photos of ramshackle shacks and shanties. I like this
because it gives voice to a sector of America that is not
heard from very often. P.O.Box 846, Blacksburg VA
24063. Send two or three dollars.
black bear. fall/88. nifty mag of poetry, art and
reviews with a solid grassroots feel to it. this issue is on a
Native American theme. $2 from 1916 lincoln
street/croydon pa 10920-8026.
BLACK TO COMM is the name of the song that
MC5 used to close out their sets with and it's also the
name of Chris Stigliano's new mag, formerly Phfudd!,
which is perhaps everything a true fanzine should~:
informative, biased and fanactical, not to mentton
typewritten. Stigliano is a rather odd character w~o
dwells in the tiny town of Sharon, PA on the Penn/Oh10
border, who must literally eat, sleep and defecate
obscure, hi-energy rock and roll info, churning out
reams of wordage on said topic. This issue feature~ a
lengthy interview with Ron Asheton, as well as ch01ce
poodoo on the Deviants, Seeds and Cinderella
Backstreet. Stigliano champions tuneage that will never
be socially acceptable, that will never be assimilated into
the great American miasma. Some day someone'll
compile a book of this spew. 714 Shady Ave., Sharon
PA 16146.
BOHEMIAN mag has been around since 1928 and is a
small, monthly magazine of Japanese poetry. One or
two poems are in English in each issue, and seem to
represent a new school of Japanese poetry. Have
published Antler, John Solt, Morgan Gibson and others.
FACTSHEET FIVE is absolutely the guide to
underground/alternative, featuring almost 100 pages of
reviews of mags from all over. .. comix, esoterica,
fanzines, literary and "mags from th' edge." Gives new
meaning to the word "comprehensive." $2 from Mike
Gunderloy, 6 Arizona Ave., Rensselaer, NY 121444502. For you local yokels, Books & Co. (the bookstore
too hip for its own good) also carries it.

FISH DRUM says it all when they say "Santa Fe is
crawling with writers." I stopped by Santa Fe last
summer and felt drunk on poetry just roaming around
the cities' bookstores. There's a unique consciousness
operating in the city. Once I stood on the roof of an
adobe house and watched pitch black clouds spitting
lightning pour down the Rio Grande valley, but felt no
rain. Lightning just rolled down the mountains across
the desert. This healthy volume of New Mexican writing
features folk like John Brandi, Arthur Sze, Miriam
Sagan, Leo Romero and other familiar faces. $2 from
626 Kathryn Ave., Santa Fe NM 87501.

the KEROUAC CONNECTION may look small,
but it i a serious and scholarly magazine delving into
the Beat Generation with contributors from both Europe
and the States. The Spring, 1988 issue is a wonderfully
informative issue on John Clellon Holmes, the much
neglected author of the novels GO (which actually
preceded On the Road as the first Beat novel), The
Horn and Get Home Free. Autumn, 1988 issue is
dedicated to the precedings surrounding the
International Jack Kerouac Recontre in Quebec City.
Subs are $10 from Dave Moore, 19 Worthing Road,
Patchway, BRISTOL BS12 SHY, ENGLAND.
THE REDNECK REVIEW OF LITERATURE.
If you're in the market for authentic western writing,
you can't get much more real than Penelope Reedy's
thick journal of poetry, essays and reviews. She prints
the covers herself on an old Chandler and Price (1902)
letterpress with used type. "This has been a shoestring
operation out of an isolated ranch house. I've just
moved to Twin Falls, however, which is small town by
midwest standards, but seems like a metropolis. For
instance, it isn't a hundred mile drive and an all-day
project just to buy a bottle of ink or a typewriter
ribbon. Amazing. No. 15 features Edward Abbey, Clay
Reynolds and William Studebaker. New address:
P.O.Box 730, Twin Falls ID 83301.

throbbing lobster world punk & newwave. this is not
a 'zine, but a catalog of overpriced vinyl rarities. if
you've got the green to shell out fifty clams for the Bags
single or 75 bucks for Lester Bangs' trashed copy of
"Hey Joe"/"Piss Factory," then you may need this to fill
in the obscure corners of your collections. for the non
fanatic, it's a mighty swell checklist of punk singles. LPs
and rare psych stuff, too. Chuck Warner, Box 205,
Brookline MA 02146.
UNMUZZLED OX. An absolutely essential full-sized
tabloid out of New York City which features new
writings by all the heavies ..... William S. Burroughs,
Paul Bowles, Ira Cohen, Allen Ginsberg, Ted Joans,
Andrei Codrescu and others are featured in a special
issue edited by Charles Henri Ford, the editor of Blues,
an early surrealist magazine. This issue is actually the
first issue of Blues since 1930. Other issues continue
Ezra's Pound's Cantos in a series of poems and
interviews involving Patti Smith, Imamu Amiri Baraka,
Corso, Daniel Berrigan and others. Save the OX!
Inquiries to the SoHo Baroque Opera Co., 105 Hudson
St.,NewYorkNY 10013.
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FUGA~I (Dischord) Is thi the start of a new D.C.
h~ppenrng? Ian MacKaye (Minor Threat fame) team up
with two ex-Rites of Spring dudes and a new guy to form
some heavy tu~ca_ge. Slow, more gliding than grinding -
Ian and Guy _P1cc1oto trade off vocals -- this is one piece
fu_ll ~\ emot10n,al o_vertone _o f hidden symbolism and
frt~g1!1 deep m~1ght mto what IL means the exist as a being
dnppmg wet wah the platitudes of existence and all that
luff. Too beyond words to make much sen e of -- this mu t
be experienced with a head full of heart.

~IRDHOUSE (Link) H y, wake up!! This may be the
su~glemo t ;oudest platter you're peru, cd in a good while.
It _1. h o/Lcnmg to know that th truly tran c ndcnt spew i
t!ll b mg played on the planet. Burnin' outta the U.K.,
B1rdh~u e_pack one helluve sonic whallop. Non- top
ov rdnve m the grand tradition of Radio Birdman/New
Chri ts/Celibate Rifles/MCS/Sonic Rendevous Band etc.
Producer Vic Maile wants these guys to be the next
"loudest band in the world" like the other bands he
produced (Who, Motorhead). As for the Aussie
connection, some o' these folk hail from New Zealand.
Savor this LP. (Link Records, 277 Church St., New York
NY 10013)

THE BROOD "I Need You There" b/w "You Got Me"
(Get Hip) Most all-girl combos can't cem to reach the
tr~n cendental depths of ugly slugfe t kickbutt rocknroll
miasma that cuts thru the grey cloud overhang with some
Orta gut-level vision, but the Brood achieve it. Raising
ruckus out of Portland, ME this four-piece six-oh psych
pov.:erhous~ b~ows away anything the Pandoras ever put
to vmyl. This, is the real stuff. Also've got an LP. (Get Hip
Records, 501 1st St., Canonsburg PA 15317. Send for
catalog!) (The Brood, P.O.Box 106, Downtown Station,
Portland ME 04112)
FLIPPER Best of disc ... (Subterranean) For us bozos
hang_ing out in th~ Summer of 81 at the public pool,
altenng our consc1c:>usnesses and holding our collective
breaths ~nderwa~er m the Deep End, Flipper-san was the
most smtable thmg we could blast on our indestructible
Panasonic blaster to really bug the unhip high choolcrs
and mot~er with w~ite goo on their noses herding
toddlers mto the wading pool. Flipper arose out of the
ashes of what_ was arguable _the first and greatest SF punk
band , Ncgauve Trend. Fhpper reveled in severe non
musici~ship and_a typical night's set might have consisted
of 40-mmute falling-down-drunk- renditions of their hits
more boozing, switching of instruments midst walls of
feedback, etc. Now their are scores of groups attempting
t<_) rea~h what these cats attained, but as with anything, the
first 1s always the greatest. (Subterranean Records,
P.O.Box 2530, Berkeley CA 94702)
WIPERS The Circle (Restless). Rumor has it that this will
be the final Wipers LP. Alas, poor Yorick! Say it ain't so,
Joe! My eight year love affair, over? If thy painful truth
linger interminably in my bosom, then at least the final
testament will hast roared into the very marrow of my
soul. Inseparable as an aroma to its rose, a song to its bird,
the Wipers are a keystone of my musical heritage. As I
wandered through hardrock, punkrock, hardcore,
postpunk, to whatever Steve Albini is up to, the Wipers
were always playing their chosen music. They were
always aside from the trendy style, but were most always
superior to any trend. Allow yourself the stimulation that
this warm slab of vinyl will release. Do not ignore life's
simple pleasures. Soar with the gods, listen to the Wipers.
--David E. Hintz
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MA~GIN~L MAN (Giant) Hmm... this here's the third
and fmal disc from the now-defunct D.C.H.C. Marginal
Man, rescued _from the vaults o' obscurity by Giant
Record . Ycah, 1t was worth it. This LP is a far cry from the
·hec,r adr_enaline of "Alive and Kicking" e.p. track, but
they ve llll got an edge to 'em, albeit smacks of rock-n-roll
posturing; ie. ~ot a' songs about young love and camming
on babes at gig , etc. The pace i a bit slowed down the
pr?duction b~gger, but it is more than listenable. You'li dig
this crunch 1f you groove to the more melodic ide of
pppunk rrrock.
VICTIM'.

FAMILY (Mordam Record ) Hailin' from

Santa Rosa, the e rect_um wreck rs me ·h early Meat
Puppets . three-piece 1mprov with an enlightened
Bccfcatcn ·h funk-punk politico tance. Victim' Family arc
n?l_ thra~h, not _metal, _nOL punk -- they arc mu ician -n
v1s1onar1e push!ng the!r creative energy to the limit: verbal
bu~s~s of stunning philosophical truisms sprinkled with
' atmc auacks on the whole Frisco high-falooting lefty
scene. Downright bogglin', Jethro.

DEA TH OF SAMANTHA The Women Wear the Glory
and the Men Wear the Pants (Homestead) Support yer
state's rock-n-roll! ! Hailing from CJeve-O, S teve-O and his
doofy bunch o' bananas sail with punching gittar leads,
hard poo bass-n-drums, disjointed lyrics -- what more d'ya
need? "Sylvia Plath" is a cover of the Peter Laughner (ex
Dead ~oys, Pere Ubu, Rocket from the Tombs, etc.)
masterpiece. Play it.
P_E NELOPE HOUSTON Birdboys (Subterranean)
Fmally! ! After, what, ten years(!) of silence we are able to
hear th~ lilting melodies of Penelope Hou ton ' voice box.
As resident screamer/tough dame of the legendary
A v~ngers, she w~ the hard-hitting, crewcutted goddess
behind such classic punk anthems as "White Nigger " "Car
Crash" and "We Are the One." That was 1979. N~w she
has gr?wn her hair and picked up and acoustic guitar.
There 1s less of the wall-of-energy aggro, but there is more
of Penelope, and she does have quite a voice. She is not as
rad as P~ranc (ano~cr punk chick turned folk), but
powerful m her own nght. Check it out.
PONGEHEAD (Shimmy Di c) Whoa Nellie! What's
this? Per~al? the si11:glemo t solid slug of improvi ed idiocy
(read: bnlhancy) since Trout Mask Replica. If you dig
B~cfhean, early Zappa, Minutemen, Cravats, Eugene C.,
Slits, etc. then yer bound to flip ycr patootie over this
platter. It may take a couple o' listens to fully relax/tense
!nto Spongehead_'s groo~e, but you'll be glad to take a dip
m their ~lendcnsh whirlpool of sax emanations, verbal
meandcrmgs and percussive pounding. For the record,
Doug Henderson (gtr) used to jam with Eugene
Chadbourne and Kramer (of B.A.L.L.) had his hands in
this recording. I mean, any combo dumb enough (read:
MEA TMEN We're the Meatmen and You Still Suck
(Caroline) Well, it's been a long irreverent road for Tesco
Vee & crew since the days of sucking down Colt 45s in the
parkinglot of Bunches, Lansing 1981. This live Lp charts
the crowning glory of one of the more improbable
successes in rock history .... from local in-scene jokesters to
troublesome East Coast nuisances to full-blown rock-n-roll
circus parody, the Meatmen have always pissed off people
and were loved for it. This LP captures some classic Tesco
verbosity that's nothing short of inspired, tho like Fear,
one feels he's milking the same joke for all it's worth. The
tuneage be loud, jammin' male-oriented punkmetal. You
like.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
(Lap-Land)
Everett Lcashlaw-Pondersomm was honored as the SPCA :ather of The Year. Each
year, The Society For The Prevention of Cruelty to animals . pays tribute to a ath~r ~ho best
uphold the creed of animal protection. "He is the best da~dy m the w~olc .~orld, said his yo~ng
on Binky.
"And you're the be t son in the whole world. Everett replied. !ust lo~k at the shme
on hi coat," the Father-Of-The-Year boasted to reporters as he hoisted up his yalpmg son by the
ears. Leashlaw-Pondcrsomm--who earns his living pre-smoking Missouri Meerschaum corncob
pipcs--said he doubts he will ever be named grandfather of the year. "Not a chance," he laughed.
"The kids are fixed."

f

(Land O'Lakes)
He claims he is a Pro-Lifer Born-Again Nouveau-Modernist Entrepeneur w_ith
thick skin.
He is Brother Richmond Richards, anti-abortion activist and curator of the Pro-Life
Protest Spittle Museum. "I've been ptooey-ed on so many times as I prot~st in front of women'.~
clinics that I figured if I just wear me a slicker coat, I can save up the spn ~nd open a museum.
Brother Richards said the museum raises money for the cause by freeze-drymg the samples and
displaying them for a nominal fee. "Its an historic monument to our movement. I've got samples
from such liberal creeps as Ed Asner, Mike Dukakis, and that Abie Hoffman." Really? "Prove me
wrong," challenged Brother Richards.
(A Down-and-Out In Beverly Hills) Former Dallas Cowboy coach Tom Landry today announced he
will host his own late night talk show for the Fox Television Network.
Landry first notified
Johnny Carson.

ij PAH! PoetiyRou,idup(byPoetla.ris.t, G. Girth Dearth)
A LITTLE LI Ml3 0 RICK
1

A whiz with words named Rick
Purporting to porno poetic
Found he was unciJle
To wax phallic fable
For the ink ran out of his Bic

pMf! CO:M'M'll'l{JPYCJf.L'E'l{_'D.M(
Community Events This Week.
.
Voyeurs Club presents Power To The Peephole: A Voyeur's Voyage slide show compiled by YMCA towell
man Hugh R. Wacht.

The Ukranlan-ltalian Club hosts their weekly Semantic Debate. Tonight's topic: Crimean ltaly...A softened
curse, or a section of Italy taken over by Russian Emigres?
The Crinkum-Crankum Club meets each Wednesday evening from 8:00-10:00. The gro~p is known for their
charitable work untangling the knotty shoelaces of upscale executives too busy to do 1t themselves.
The Extremist Obsessive Loquacious Insomniacs Local #223 will hold their monthly pow-wow and uranium
dinner. The hubbub is highlighted by an all-you-can-eat gasbag buffet.
The Missing Link Dance Club on Far Hills Boulevard will open its d~ors this wee~end. Friday is Ladies Night,
and Saturdays will be uni-brow night, with a cash prize for the thickest, bushiest eyebrow that spans an

entire male forehead.

.
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Laura Albrecht i a senior English major al Wrighl Slale
University. A student of Ginsberg, Kerouac and Dylan, she is
currently searching for truLh in TV commercials, cups of coffee and
between the lines of people's fingerprints.

Father Benedict Auer, 0 . . B. is a Benedictine monk of
Marmion Abbey in Aurora, Illinois. Presently he is Director of
Campu Ministry at Saint Martin's College in Lacey, WA where he
also teaches Speech and Journalism. He is the author of Touching
Ping rs with God (Winslon Derck Publi hers).
Garrett Barber is a p ct who live in Dayton, OH.
sabra basler m v . b tween th Pacific Northw
d en. of New M xico. Her w rk h s app •ared in
Burning /Jar, Sierra Journal and other mag..
Julia M. Becker is an arti l, traveler, mounlain & desert
wanderer, and forest-worker. Prescnlly her base camp is in
Cincinnali, Ohio. "it's old and dirty & my family is there... and it's
where I came back to most recently.
Lara Bentley is a senior at Miami University, Oxford, OH. Her
senior project is a collection of poems about the landscapes and
people of Albuquerque, NM and the Wesl.

Gina Bergamino is 26, lives in Germany and has published over
400 (! !-ed.) poems in various lit. mags and anthologies. Her first
chapbook is now being published by Ellipsis Press.
Jay Blumenthal holds a doctorate in English from Drew
University and i director of marketing for McGraw-Hill in New
York City. His poetry has appeared in Interim, The Cumberland
Poetry Review, Graham House Review, The Literary Review and
The Wormwood Review, among others.
John Brandi's travels have taken him from his home along the
Rio Grande Lo ML Everest's Glaciers, the tributaries of the Upper
Amazon Lo the Arctic Tundra, the Mexican cloud forests to the
crowded ghettos of Asia. As a painLer he has held one-man hows
in Hou ton, Santa Fe and San Francisco. Since last issue, he has
been up on the Shiprock reservation doing a poetry-painting-video
projccL revolving around "endangered pccie (human included)."
Hi. many b oks include The Back Road ltt and 1/ymnfor A Night
Fea.\t (Holy Cow Pres ).

R.:\1. Bodner (a poet, itinerant teacher and sake' maker) has lived
in norlhern New Mexico for almost 20 year , after early lives in
New England, the Far West, Spain, India & Japan. Founder of the
Land of Enchantment Poetry Theatre, an experiment in ways of
sharing poeLry with diver e audiences, he has traveled many miles
in Basho's hat -- doing renga and portraying Malsuo Basho in a
Chaulauqua-style play based on the master's travel diaries.
Virginia Bodner is a special education Leacher in the original Las
Vegas -- on the eastern slope of the mountains in northern New
Mexico. A biologist (and daughter of biologists), she is a lover of
wilderness and a trustee of Dragon Mountain Nature Cenler as well
as a published haiku poet.
Cloud Acre lives within sight of Lone Cone on the way to Dolores
Wright's Mesa in Colorado.
Charles Corry is forty-six and medically retired due to a massive
heart-attack. Since then, to avoid insanity from boredom, he began
taking a few classes at the local community college in Princeton, TX
and got hooked on poetry--reading and writing. Since then, he has
had numerous poems published in the small presses and edits

(Poetic Liberty).

Elaine Dallman lives in Reno, NV and is the aulhor of Decisive
Wing (Medallion Books, 1985) and Woman Poel : The South

Van Le is a 2nd year student of Art at Wright State University. He
loves poetry, classical music and the arts.

(Women-In-Literature, 1985).
Jodie Estes is a freelance arti t residing in Elmira, NY. He is
inDuenccd by Kaza, Balal and Brad Holland.
Jo ·e ph Farley

i a poet from Philadelphia, PA

Richard F. Fleck, Professor of English al the University of
Wyoming, ha rccemly published a collection of poem , Earlhen
Wayfarer (Writer House Pres, 1988). He ha al o publi hcd a
novel, Clearing of the Mi t (Du tbook , 1979) and introduced texls
of vari u trade paperback including John Muir, Mounlaineering
Essay- and Henry David Th rcau, The Maine Woods.
\ illiam M. Fo was born in 1949 and has lived in Reno since
1960. IJc is ExecuLive Dir tor of the Nevada State Council on the
Arts and di tor of WCPR Pre . He ha wriu n eleven ollcction of
poetry, exhibited vi ual literature throughoul Lhe United Stales and
Europe, and is an occasional art critic.
Donald Fuston is the author of Low/al Poems for Overweight
Minds and Electric Boredom at Dead End House and lives in
Dayton OH.
David Hall lives in Ft. Collins CO. In 1981 he self-published,
WEREWOLF AND OTHER POEMS, a book of poems. Though his
first love was poetry, he' lately been writing plays.

Kathy Hankins has lived in Wyoming for 8 years doing seasonal
work --herding cows, bartending and odd jobs. She is now studying
in the University of Montana's Creative Writing Program.
David E. Hintz, CPA, is Co-Director of Lhe Mortgasee
Monitoring Division in Denver, Co. An expert stock markel analyst,
he is rumored to have read a few books, watched a couple of flicks
and bought a record or two.

Will Inman was born in 1923 and has worked in shipyard,
libraries, tollgate, meat and fish markets. He taught English at the
American University, Montgomery College and in Arizona State
Prisons through Pima College. His books include A WAY
THROUGH FOR THE DAM ED (Jelm Mtn Press, 1983), A
TREK OF WAKING (Landlocked Press, 1985); BROTHER WORD
(1986; chapbook w/ Chuck Taylor).
Don Jones grew up in Wyoming and Colorado. Two books of
poems published by U of Nebraska Press and Swallow/U of Ohio
Press -- both long out of print, tho a "Medical Aid" chapbook from
Merrit Clifton's Samisdat Press in Canada remains in print

J oh n Macker's work has appeared in sm~ll press pu~s. an?
anthologies thruout the U.S. He edits the magazine Moravagtne & 1s
the author of For the Few, The Culling Distance, St. Yury's Day and
Medicine Bow. His forthcoming book, The While Country is being
pub] ished by Long Road Press

Nan cy .J. McBride is a senior Theatre tudies major at Wright
Slat• whose interests include literature, history, photography and
music.
Kath leen McMillan is a B.F.A. candidate i11 painting at Wrighl
Stal• University. Art is her st•cond career.
To ny Moffeit live. in Pueblo, Co and is the author of Pueblo
Blues ( hcrry Vall y Editions, 1984 ).

El ie Pankowski lives in Great Falls, M1 and is a partner in an
excavating company. he has previously published in p~rmafr?st,

Trestle Creek Review, Kansas Quarterly, Mankato Review, Wmd,

Helen Pearson holds a B.A. in English from Lhe U of
Washington. Her poems have appeared in Wisconsin Review,
Plainsong, Poetry Seallle, Fine Madness and others. She currently
resides in Kent, WA.
Tom Person operates Laughing Bear Press out of Denver, CO.
He is the author of Rows (Chthon Press, 1980).
Brad Petersen was born in Namimbia, southern Africa and is a
graduate of Wright State University. He lives in Canton OH.
Paul S. Piper has lived in J,1ontana since 1969 and _is curr~ntly in
the MFA wriling program at U of Montana. He edits l~e JOUr~al
CutBank and has published in numerous small mags mcludmg
Sulfur, Black Bear Quarterly and Exquisite Corpse.
Martin E. Pleiss is a 3rd Year B.F.A. art. tudent at Wright Stale
University . He lives in Yellow Springs OH and recenLly rclurncd
from travel and sludy in Europe and South Africa.
Christopher Po. plsil is a Philosophy major al Wri~ht Stat~ who
spends most of his time c_hain-smoki?g while _m~~~lmg lo himself
about the mcanmg of reality (the reality of mean mg. - 1.:d.)

Patric Jones is a second-year English ma3or at Wright State who
plays guitar for Lhc Fle hbats and thinks Do toyevsky is Goel!
Jack Karpan is a meat-cutter by trade and has been writing
caLharsi -inspired poetry for about fifteen years. He currently lives
in Spring Hill, FL.

Da n Raridan is a wriler and musician born in Dayton, Ohio. He
attended Wright State for two years and is now foolloose and fancy
frce.

Elizabeth Searle Lamb has lived in a number of Latin
American countries and in Greenwich Village, NYC. For a dozen
years now New Mexico has been her home. Writing both prose and
poetry, she has specialized in haiku and rcnga. Her haiku
chapbooks include Casting into a Cloud: Southwe ·t Haiku (From
Herc Press) and Lines for my mother, dying (Wind Chimes). She
has edited the quarterly haiku journal Frogpond since 1984.

You could say that Joseph omoza ha lived in Las Cruces, NM
with his wife and 3 children for the last 16 years. Thal he leaches at
New Mexico SLale and is poetry cdilor of Puerto de/ Sol. Thal his
lasl chapbook was Backyard Poems (Cinco Punlo Press, El Paso,
1986).

William Studebaker lives near Twin Falls, Idaho. He spe~ds
much tune roaming over "our" public lands. He is currently ~orkmg
on a book about Shoshonean and Proto-Shoshoncan arl. His most
recent book is Idaho's Poetry: J\ Centennial Anthology (University
of Idaho Press, 1988).
'atha niel Tarn has just returned from a re 1dency at tl'.e
Rockefeller Foundalion Center al Bcllagio. Lake omo, ILaly . His
next book will be SEEING AMERICA FIRST with Coffee Hou e
Press, Minneapolis in June. Tarn will teach at Naropa Institute Lhis
coming July.

among others.

Scott Preston is a former native of Lansing, Michigan, but has
spent mosl of the past decade in Ke~c~um, Ida~o whe~e he ed!ts
Wind Vein Press. In 1987, Wind Yem s house ht mag The While
Clouds Revue issued the world's first small-press journal devoted to
Cowboy poetry. His own work has appeared in the Limberlosl
Review and Idaho's Poetry : A Centennial Anthology.

Eleanor Keats is working on a m.s. entitled, believe it or not,
"Western Landscapes." She used to live in Yellow Springs, Ohio
and teach at Arttioch College. She is the author of Touching the
Earth (Dawn Valley Press, 1977).

Joan Silva is co-editor and publisher of THE SIGNAL. Her essays
and poetry have appeared in numerous small press mags. Currently
she at work on a novel, A1TILA--The Scourge of God and a book
of poetry, Poems from the Mother.

C.L.Rawlins was born in Wyoming and educated at Ulah State
and Stanford . He is poetry editor for 1/igh Country News and
works as a wilderness hydrologist for the Forest Circus.
Kirk Robertson lives in Fallon -- Lhc Oasis of Nevada and has 15
books/chapbooks of poetry including UNDER THE WEIGHT OF
THE SKY (Cherry Valley Editions, 1978); WEST NEVADA
WALTZ (Turkey Press, 1981); and MATTERS _OF EQ~AL
HEIGHT (West Coast PoeLry Review, 1987). Also editor/publisher
of Duck Down Press.
M iriam Sagan is a poet who lives in Santa Fe. Her haiku h_ave
appeared in magazines in Japan, Canada, England and the United
Stales. Also in her chapbook Eyebrows of Geese (1986).

Gary Vaughn 1s poet living in Albuquerq_ue. ~e is a self
employed electrical engineer wilh a black belt m KaJasho Karate.
His haiku have appeared in Frogpond and elsewhere.
N. Sean William exists in Albuquerque, NM.

Peter Wild is currently doing research into the life of John C. Van
Dyke, whose The Desert (1901) was the first --and the_be l-- book
to praise America's deserts. Wild also teaches English al U of
Arizona.
Harald Wyndham lives in Pocatello, Idaho and edits the Blue
Scarab Press. His thirteenth book of poetry, THE MOUNT
MORIAH STUDIES, just came out in April, 1989.
Jud Yalkut is a leading authority on avant-garde film and viclc? .
He was an active figure in the New York Cily experimental multi
media happenings of the sixties. He currenlly lives in Dayton, OH.
Y2 is a freshman artist, actor, writer and musician at Wright State
who believes that arl (in any form) can start wars or promote peace.
Karl Young's mosl recent books are 5 Kwaidan in Slee_ve Pages
(Chax Press), Days and Years (Me°'.bra~e _Press) and Milestones,
Set J (Landlocked Press). The poems m this issue of Nexus arc_ fr_om
Set 4 of Milestones, an ongoing series of poems centered on clnvmg.
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